A. MERIDIEN Sofa $450 107129
B. MERIDIEN Lounge Chair $195 107130
C. MERIDIEN Cocktail Table $155 107131
D. Outdoor Emerald Stool $99 106652**
E. Black & White Cabana Stripe Outdoor Rug 60”x96” $195 107579
F. BANANA LEAF Outdoor Accent Pillow 20” $55 106860
G. Outdoor Driftwood Cement Bowl Medium $17 106879
H. 3 Vase Wood Flower Box $19 106864***
I. 2 Vase Wood Flower Box $17 106865***

**Only available online
***Not intended for outdoor use
HOT TROPIC

Bring a little mid-century flair to your backyard with our Meridien collection. The clean-lined, tapered-leg designs feature powder-coated aluminum frames, recyclable resin wicker, outdoor-grade foam cushions and all-weather fabric. By the way, you can get the sofa, two chairs and cocktail table ALL for $995.
PATIO PARADISE
Tight on outdoor space? Our colorful Carnivale collection is a perfect fit thanks to smaller scale designs crafted of powder-coated aluminum. The folding table and chairs – which come in four mix-and-match hues – are also a breeze to store.

A. CARNIVALE Taupe Folding Table $235 106246
B. CARNIVALE Mandarin Folding Chair $85 106243
C. CARNIVALE Taupe Folding Chair $85 106242
D. CARNIVALE Blue Folding Chair $85 106244
E. CARNIVALE Moss Folding Chair $85 106245
F. Teak Bowl Small $19 111536

***Not intended for outdoor use
A. CACTUS Outdoor Accent Pillow 18" $35 108661
B. BANANA LEAF Outdoor Accent Pillow 20" $55 108660
C. Yellow Pineapple Outdoor Accent Pillow 18" $35 108658
D. Green Pineapple Outdoor Accent Pillow 18" $35 108659
E. Orange Diamonds Outdoor Accent Pillow 18" $55 108662
F. Orange Arrows Outdoor Accent Pillow 18" $35 108663
G. MALDIVES IKAT Outdoor Accent Pillow 18" $19 108657
DYNAMIC DUO
An inseparable pair, our Domingo sofa/chaise and cocktail table are offered together at one incredible value. These recyclable resin wicker and aluminum designs are durable, comfortable additions to backyards big and small. Oh, and did we mention the chaise is reversible? That means you can stretch out on the left or right side.
A. DOMINGO Sofa w/ Reversible Chaise & Cocktail Table $595

B. Outdoor Grey Stool $69

C. Orange Rick Rack Outdoor Rug 6’7” x 9’7” $110

D. MELON SOLID Outdoor Accent Pillow 16” $25

E. Orange Diamond Outdoor Accent Pillow 16” $36

F. Outdoor 22” Round Wood & Glass Lantern $36

G. Outdoor 21” Square Wood & Glass Lantern $33

*Only available online.
A. SALINAS Sofa $695 06/18
B. SALINAS Chair $295 06/18
C. SALINAS Cocktail Table $195 06/18
D. Outdoor Teal Ombre Stool $89 06/18
E. Baltic Blue Rick Rack Outdoor Rug 63" x 91" $110 06/18
F. CACTUS Outdoor Accent Pillow 18" $35 06/18
G. Outdoor Grey Geometric Print Pot Small $9 06/18
H. Outdoor Natural Orb $10 06/18
SHOW THE ROPES

Woven around powder-coated aluminum frames, sturdy regatta rope shapes our ultra-chic Salinas sofa and chair. Outdoor-grade foam cushions soften things up, while steel legs give a boost to each piece, including a soapstone-topped cocktail table and a daybed you'll find on the following page and at livingspaces.com.
DREAM CATCHER

At just $550, our Salinas daybed is the real deal, not to mention the ultimate spot for under-the-sun siestas.

A. SALINAS Daybed $550
B. Outdoor Charcoal Stool $129
C. Green Pineapple Outdoor Accent Pillow 18" $35
D. Outdoor 14" Wood Octagon Lantern $44
E. Outdoor Wood And Glass Tray Large $29
A. Outdoor 22” Round Wood & Glass Lantern $36 70963
B. Outdoor Grey Lantern Medium $34 10664
C. Outdoor 21” Square Wood & Glass Lantern $33 70964
D. Outdoor Galvanized Metal Lantern $24 10879
E. Outdoor Grey Lantern Small $29 10662
RISE TO THE OCCASION

Take gatherings up a notch with our Biscayne high dining collection. Rust-proof, powder-coated aluminum designs stand tall in their stylish, minimalist glory. From the cool two-tone look, to durable weather-resistant seating, these pieces elevate any setting. We also offer a standard height version of this collection and a bar cart at livingspaces.com.

A. BISCAYNE High Dining Table $495
B. BISCAYNE High Dining Chair $150
C. BISCAYNE Bar Cart $350
D. Outdoor Turquoise Ceramic Seashore Vase Small $14
E. Outdoor Grey Geometric Print Pot Small $9
F. Outdoor Blue Ombre Vase Short $39

R.I.S.E. | TO THE OCCASION

Take gatherings up a notch with our Biscayne high dining collection. Rust-proof, powder-coated aluminum designs stand tall in their stylish, minimalist glory. From the cool two-tone look, to durable weather-resistant seating, these pieces elevate any setting. We also offer a standard height version of this collection and a bar cart at livingspaces.com.
A. BISCAYNE Outdoor Dining Chair $95 9996
B. BISCAYNE Upholstered Dining Chair $160 167033
C. BISCAYNE Upholstered High Dining Chair $200 167030
A. BISCAYNE 3 Piece RAF Sectional $1,185 10033
B. BISCAYNE Upholstered Lounge Chair $495 10034
C. BISCAYNE Lift-Top Cocktail Table $375 10037
D. BISCAYNE End Table $150 10019
E. Outdoor Teal Ombre Stool $89 10019
F. WEST BAY Ikat Outdoor Rug 94” X 130” $195 10019
G. NEVIS Outdoor Accent Pillow 14” X 20” $19 10019
H. Outdoor 3-pc Set Blue Geo Ceramic Planters $54 10019
I. Outdoor White Sea Urchin $39 10019
MODERN LOVE

Fans of our Biscayne dining collection will be happy to know that you can chill on coordinating lounging designs. The many sectional and seat options can be paired with an end table and lift-top cocktail table, which features three separate, elevating surfaces. Talk about convenience!
A. BISCAYNE Upholstered Lounge Chair $495 107034
B. BISCAYNE Chaise Lounge $295 107037
C. BISCAYNE End Table $150 89198
D. Grey Parasol Umbrella $95 107137
E. NEVIS Outdoor Accent Pillow 14"X20" $10 04439
TODAY, WE SUNBATHE

Say hello to resort-style relaxation and work on your tan without interruption. Our Biscayne chair and chaise lounge are the epitome of simplicity, so they’ll blend seamlessly just about anywhere. Find the entire collection at livingspaces.com.
Nautical rope is woven around weather-resistant, easy-to-maintain solid acacia to create supportive, distinctive seating.

A. CALISTOGA Teak Dining Table $1,195 106241
B. SIENNA Arm Chair $195 106399
C. SIENNA Bench $325 106360
D. Outdoor Blue Ombre Vase Short $39 84070
E. Outdoor Blue Ombre Vase Tall $39 84089
F. 3 Vase Wood Flower Box $19 80554***

***Not intended for outdoor use
LET’S TALK TEAK

Our Calistoga dining table will endure alfresco for years, and we have recycled teak to thank. Regarded as the gold standard for outdoor furniture, teak contains high levels of rubber and oils, which weatherproof the wood and help protect it against water, heat, rot and insects. This sturdy natural beauty will also develop a charming grey patina over time.
OUT IN THE OPEN

Stock up on sunscreen now, because you’ll obsess over our luxurious and spacious Pompeii sectional. Invite friends to join you on the plush outdoor-grade foam cushions, which sit pretty in solid eucalyptus frames. Next to teak, eucalyptus is one of the most durable, weather-resistant woods, so you can rest easy knowing it’ll last through the seasons.

A. POMPEII 4-pc Sectional $2,995
B. Outdoor Teal Geo Cut Stool $69
C. Outdoor Pineapple Stool $99
D. Outdoor Emerald Stool $99
E. RYKER Natural Outdoor Rug 96"X130" $195
F. OCEAN PEAKS Outdoor Accent Pillow 18" $25
G. Green Pineapple Outdoor Accent Pillow 18" $35
H. Outdoor Galvanized Metal And Wood Hexagon Tray $39

**Only available online**
HANG TIME

Our posh Pompeii collection continues with occasional tables, a lounge chair and a sofa, which is offered exclusively at livingspaces.com. Each piece features the same fine lines and solid eucalyptus construction.
A. POMPEII Daybed $1,695 107021
B. Outdoor Grey Stool $89 106657**
C. SPA PEAKS Outdoor Accent Pillow 18" $25 108358
D. ARMONA Outdoor Accent Pillow 18" $19 106422
E. Outdoor 10" Neutral Pot $44 106450
F. 2 Vase Wood Flower Box $17 100414***
G. Outdoor Wood And Glass Tray Large $37 108697
H. Outdoor Natural Orb $19 108698

**Only available online
***Not intended for outdoor use
CHANGE OF SCENERY

Now this is ambiance! From a blazing firepit to glowing candlelit lanterns, special touches help create a radiant oasis. Throw in our Varadero collection’s low-profile sectional, and you’re ready to party. Thanks to aluminum interiors and clever drainage holes, the side storage compartments double as mini ice chests for beverages.
A. VARADERO 6-pc Sectional w/ 2 Storage Corners $1,675 10724
B. VARADERO Lounge Chair $250 9994
C. Aluminum Firepit $695 107062
D. Outdoor 22” Round Wood & Glass Lantern $36 79913
E. Outdoor 21” Square Wood & Glass Lantern $33 79914
F. Outdoor Galvanized Metal Lantern $24 108719
G. Outdoor 8” Metal Victory Vase $37 108718
WHAT’S YOUR FUNCTION?

A canopy umbrella that shades and adjusts, chairs that spin and swivel, a three-in-one cocktail table that comes with two cushioned ottomans . . . these items put the ease in easy, breezy outdoor living.
A. VARADERO Sofa $660 102002
B. VARADERO Swivel Chair $395 102038
C. VARADERO Cocktail Table w/ 2 Ottomans $375 107057
D. Canilever w/ Coffee Umbrella $295 107354
E. Outdoor Brown Geo Cut Stool $89 106659
F. Outdoor Grey Geometric Print Pot Small $99 108720
G. Outdoor 7” Green Lantern $21 106466
H. Outdoor Galvanized Metal Caddy $54 108705
VARADERO VARIETY

In addition to modular pieces that can form your perfect sectional or sofa, you have chairs, a chaise lounge, cocktail table, ottoman and firepit to choose from.

A. VARADERO 5-pc Sectional w/ 1 Ottoman & 2 Corners $995 9/2003
B. VARADERO Sofa $660 9/2002
C. VARADERO 6-pc Sectional w/ 3 Corners $1,275 10/0006
D. VARADERO Sofa w/ Storage $1,105 10/7121
E. VARADERO 6-pc Sectional w/ 2 Ottomans $1,095 10/0098
F. VARADERO Lounge Chair $250 9994
G. VARADERO Ottoman $145 9997
H. VARADERO Swivel Chair $395 00058
I. VARADERO Cocktail Table w/ 2 Ottomans $375 10/7057
J. VARADERO Chaise Lounge $350 9995
ALL DECKED OUT

Elegance can be enjoyed anywhere, as our Martinique collection so gracefully demonstrates. These class acts boast outdoor-grade foam cushions upholstered in navy all-weather fabric, and they feature tasteful powder-coated aluminum frames.

A. MARTINIQUE Sofa $695 107064
B. MARTINIQUE Swivel Rocker $395 107065
C. MARTINIQUE Cocktail Table $250 107067
D. MARTINIQUE End Table $195 107069
E. MARTINIQUE Round Dining Table $495 107070
F. MARTINIQUE Dining Chair $175 107063
G. Grey Parasol Umbrella $95 107137
H. Sage Latticework Outdoor Rug 63”X90” $99 107565
I. Architectural Column Grey Outdoor Table Lamp $195 107843
J. Outdoor 3-pc Set Green Ceramic Planters $34 107603
K. Outdoor Wood And Glass Tray Large $29 108496
CLEAR YOUR SCHEDULE

Your staycation starts here. Shaded by our Parasol umbrellas, which feature sturdy aluminum poles with crank lifts, the Martinique chaise lounges are where you’ll be napping, chatting and reading the rest of the season.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor Grey Stool</td>
<td>$89</td>
<td>106657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Antigua</strong> Teak Dining Bench</td>
<td>$450</td>
<td>107358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor Driftwood Cement Planter Small</td>
<td>$9</td>
<td>108706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor 3-pc Set Orange Coral Ceramic Planters</td>
<td>$54</td>
<td>108699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor 3-pc Set Green Ceramic Planters</td>
<td>$49</td>
<td>108701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor Driftwood Cement Planter Large</td>
<td>$21</td>
<td>108707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor Grey Geometric Print Pot Large</td>
<td>$19</td>
<td>108721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor Grey Geometric Print Pot Small</td>
<td>$9</td>
<td>108720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor Driftwood Cement Bowl Small</td>
<td>$11</td>
<td>108708</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Only available online**
COVER STORY

All-weather upholstery ensures our Amalfi sofa and swivel chair thrive outside. They look tailored and high-end, but their vibe is totally casual, so go ahead and get comfortable on those outdoor-grade foam cushions. While you’re at it, bring some refreshments to the concrete-topped occasional tables and enjoy.
A. AMALFI Outdoor Sofa $750 107026
B. AMALFI Outdoor Swivel Chair $450 107027
C. AMALFI Outdoor Concrete-Top Cocktail Table $295 107843
D. AMALFI Outdoor Concrete-Top End Table $160 107842
E. Black Double Border Outdoor Rug 94"X130" $195 107657**
F. ISLAND WOVEN Ivory Outdoor Table Lamp $195 107948
G. Black And White Aztec Outdoor Accent Pillow 18" $35 108663
H. Outdoor Driftwood Cement Bowl Medium $17 108209

**Only available online
TEAK EVERLASTING

Nothing beats timeless style and quality, and our Antigua collection’s teak construction will deliver year after year. Not only do these streamlined designs last, they get better and naturally weather with age, cultivating a beautiful grey patina. Those sky blue cushions, which boast UV-rated fabric and outdoor-grade foam, add another layer of charm.
A. ANTIGUA Teak Sofa $995 107359
B. ANTIGUA Teak Loveseat $950 107360
C. ANTIGUA Teak Lounge Chair $495 107761
D. ANTIGUA Teak Cocktail Table $450 107362
E. Outdoor Teal Geo Cut Stool $89 106660
F. Baltic Blue Herringbone Outdoor Rug 95”X130” $240 107584
G. MINORA Outdoor Accent Pillow 18” $19 94620
H. Outdoor 7” Green Lantern $21 106646
I. Outdoor Wood And Glass Tray Large $37 106667
J. 2 Vase Wood Flower Box $17 106666

***Not intended for outdoor use***
Summer wouldn’t be the same without our Santiago collection’s iconic Adirondack-style chairs and ottomans. Available in blue, seagrass and white, these foldable, durable eucalyptus designs pack away easily.

A. SANTIAGO White Lounge Chair/Ottoman $250
B. SANTIAGO Blue Lounge Chair/Ottoman $250
C. SANTIAGO Seagrass Lounge Chair/Ottoman $250
A. West Bay Flat Outdoor Rug 63”X90” $95 each
B. Black & White Cabana Stripe Outdoor Rug 60”X96” $195 each
C. Blue And Green Scales Outdoor Rug 60”X90” $195 each
D. Orange Rock Rack Outdoor Rug 63”X99” $110 each
E. Baltic Blue Rock Rack Outdoor Rug 63”X91” $110 each
F. Mandarin Double Border Outdoor Rug 63”X102” $95 each
G. Black Double Border Outdoor Rug 74”X110” $95 each

**Only available online**
BARTENDER CONTENDER

Let guests fix themselves a drink on the Antigua teak bar cart. It includes a sliding top to extend prep space, bottle storage to keep beverages safe, and wheels to roll the party anywhere.
A. ANTIGUA Teak Dining Table w/ Umbrella Hole $995 107366
B. ANTIGUA Teak Armless Dining Chair $225 107887
C. ANTIGUA Teak Dining Bench $450 107358
D. ANTIGUA Teak Bar Cart $395 107356
E. Grey Parasol Umbrella $95 107137
F. Outdoor Turquoise Ceramic Seashore Vase Small $114 103810
G. Outdoor 7" Green Lantern $21 106465
POOLSIDE PICKS

Designed to outshine, our outdoor pillows pile on hot colors + cool patterns.
ENLIGHTEN US

When it comes to bright ideas, these lamps top the list. Durable resin bases, acrylic shades and plug-in designs allow them to shine outside. Find additional colors exclusively at livingspaces.com.

A. Architectural Column Grey Table Lamp $195 507843
B. Island Woven Ivory Table Lamp $195 507848
HOW MELLOW CAN YOU GO?

Wrapped in recyclable resin wicker, our Aventura lounge chair will keep you cozy in front of the fire. The aluminum frame, outdoor-grade foam cushions and all-weather fabric are also made to withstand the elements, so you can gather around all year long. Discover the many ways to wine, dine and decompress with this collection on the following pages and at livingspaces.com.
A. AVENTURA Daybed w/ 2 Ottomans $1,195 107084
B. AVENTURA Bar Cart $395 107083
C. ANTIQUITY Taupe Outdoor Accent Pillow 14"X20" $25 85882
D. Outdoor Galvanized Metal Rope Tray $25 75740
E. Outdoor Grey and Burnished Ceramic Vase Medium $21 108723
F. Outdoor Grey and Burnished Ceramic Vase Small $24 108722
A. TORTUGA Outdoor Dining Table $795
B. AVENTURA Dining Chair $175
C. Grey Parasol Umbrella $95
D. ASHER Charcoal Outdoor Rug 95"x128" $295
E. Outdoor Grey Lantern Medium $34
F. Outdoor Grey Lantern Small $29
A. AVENTURA 4-pc Sectional $1,495 107427
B. AVENTURA Swivel Chair $395 107029
C. AVENTURA Cocktail Table w/ Two Ottomans $375 107081
D. AVENTURA End Table $125 107081
E. Canover w/ Coffee Umbrella $295 107184
F. Montauk Stone Outdoor Rug 94”X130” $195 60552
G. ISLAND WOVEN Ivory Outdoor Table Lamp $195 107848
H. ANTIQUITY Taupe Outdoor Accent Pillow 20” $35 50688
I. ANTIQUITY Taupe Outdoor Accent Pillow 14”X20” $25 50689
J. Outdoor Grey Lantern Medium $34 45641
K. Outdoor Grey Lantern Small $29 45542
L. Outdoor White Sea Urchin $39 45543
A. AVENTURA 3-pc Sectional $1,295

D. AVENTURA Cocktail Table w/ 2 Ottomans $375

F. AVENTURA Bar Cart $395

E. AVENTURA End Table $125

J. TORTUGA Outdoor Dining Table $795

K. AVENTURA Dining Chair $175
Thanks to a wide range of designs, this collection includes enough resin wicker wonders to outfit your entire outdoor space, and then some.